AUTOMATIC, ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF THE MACHINE REFERENCES

Take advantage of the automatic, electrical measurement of the machine references for WALTER grinding and erosion machines.

Your advantages

- Highest accuracy of the measuring results by precise positioning of the axes via electrical contact
- Significant time savings of automatic operation compared to the manual measuring method
- Valuable working hours of employees can be used for other tasks
- Eliminates human errors
- Can be retrofitted to existing machines with FANUC control
- Short amortization time of your investment

Technical details

- Setting disc with electrical isolator
- Connection via interface to the machine
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Please contact us for further information:
Walter Maschinenbau GmbH
Jopestr. 5 · 72072 Tübingen, Germany
Tel. +49 7071 9393-0 · Fax +49 7071 9393-695
info@walter-machines.com
www.walter-machines.com